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Abstract: The HTTP Alternative Services (Alt-Svc) method is defined as an application to check
connectivity in HTTP/3. This method is designed based on the fact that communication with old
HTTP is guaranteed and the HTTP/3 adoption rate is not necessarily dominant, and it is considered
effective in the early stages of transition. However, once HTTP/3 has reached its peak and the
transitional period has passed, the uncertainty and redundancy of the Alt-Svc procedure become
detrimental. In Alt-Svc, the procedure involves first completing the old HTTP connection to use
HTTP/3, and then migrating to HTTP/3 if possible; however, because HTTP/3 is a protocol that
eliminates the waste of the old HTTP handshake (TCP handshake followed by TLS handshake),
HTTP/3 does not fully benefit from the rapid connection establishment of HTTP/3. Therefore,
we propose a method to apply the Happy Eyeballs algorithm, which is used for IPv4 and IPv6
connectivity checks, to the old HTTP and HTTP/3 connectivity checks. The Happy Eyeballs algorithm
performs the two selections in parallel to eliminate the delay that occurs in sequential processing, but
the proposed method differs from the conventional Happy Eyeballs algorithm in that, even if the old
HTTP is adopted once, it switches to the HTTP/3 connection if it is possible to connect using HTTP/3.
The proposed method differs from the conventional Happy Eyeballs algorithm by introducing a
mechanism to switch to HTTP/3 connections when HTTP/3 connections are available, even when the
old HTTP is adopted. Results of the evaluation experiments demonstrated that the adoption rate of
HTTP/3 increases in environments with high communication latency because the old HTTP performs
the TLS handshake after the TCP handshake, but with this improvement, HTTP/3 is preferentially
selected even in low latency environments when it is selectable.

Keywords: QUIC; HTTP/3; connectivity check; Happy Eyeballs

1. Introduction

On 31 May 2021, the QUIC protocol was standardized as RFC 9000 [1] by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). It has attracted interest along with HTTP/3, which is a new
application protocol based on QUIC. According to w3tech usage statistics [2], approximately
25% of web sites use HTTP/3 as an element, and over 75% of Internet traffic on Meta’s
own services is HTTP/3 and QUIC. Thus, QUIC has received support from vendors with
large customer bases on the real Internet and is expected to expand further in the future.
For HTTP/3 connectivity checks, RFC9113 [3] already stipulates the use of the HTTP
Alternative Services (Alt-Svc) [4] method. This method is designed within the context
of guaranteed communication over old HTTP and the fact that HTTP/3 penetration is
not necessarily dominant; it is considered as effective in the early stages of transition.
However, when HTTP/3 is well established and the transitional period has passed, the
uncertainty and redundancy of the Alt-Svc procedure are detrimental. In Alt-Svc, to use
HTTP/3, it is necessary to first complete the old HTTP connection, and then migrate to
HTTP/3 if possible. As HTTP/3 is a protocol that eliminates the waste of the old HTTP
handshake (TCP handshake followed by TLS handshake), the current Alt-Svc does not
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fully benefit from the rapid connection establishment of HTTP/3. Alt-Svc, which connects
using the old HTTP and then uses HTTP/3 if possible, is a suitable method during the
transition period when the old HTTP is the mainstream. However, even if HTTP/3 is used
extensively in the future, web servers must always respond to requests for the old HTTP
because the connection must first be completed using the old HTTP. Moreover, because the
HTTP/3 connection is initiated once the old HTTP connection has been completed, Alt-Svc
is an inefficient method. Therefore, a method that attempts HTTP/3 connections from the
beginning is necessary for the latter part of the transition period to HTTP/3. In this study,
we propose a connectivity check for the latter half of the HTTP/3 transition period, with
the aim of aiding the transition to HTTP/3.

2. Related Works
2.1. QUIC and HTTP/3

QUIC [1] is a transport layer protocol based on the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [5].
In contrast to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [6], the UDP includes relatively few
functions, such as packet reordering, error detection, retransmission, congestion control,
and handshaking. QUIC takes advantage of this, absorbs the above TCP features, and
reimplements them in a single protocol that is integrated with Transport Layer Security
(TLS) [7]. Moreover, QUIC implements multiplexing of connections that are newly created
by HTTP/2 [8], and it reduces the responsibilities of the application layer in achieving
thorough efficiency. HTTP/3 is a new major version of HTTP, the specification which is
developed on the premise of QUIC, and it is simpler than the old HTTP. The basic syntax is
compatible, and the fundamental difference between the improved and old HTTP lies in
the use of the TCP or QUIC for the transport layer protocol. As the transport layer protocols
differ, the incompatibility with the network environment is significant, and the connectivity
problem, which is the subject of our study, is increasingly important. An overview of the
new and old HTTP protocols is depicted in Figure 1.

IP

TCP
• Retransmission processing

• Congestion control

• Communication handshaking

TLS
• Authentication and key exchange 

(handshaking)

UDP

QUIC
• Connection multiplexing

• Authentication and key exchange 

(handshaking)

• Retransmission processing

• Congestion control

HTTP/1.1
• Single 

connection

HTTP/2
• Priority control

• Connection 

multiplexing

HTTP/3
• Priority control

Figure 1. Overview of new and old HTTP protocols.

2.2. Current Connectivity Verification Method: Alt-Svc

The current method, namely Alt-Svc [4], was originally developed to perform the
transition from HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/2. The specific connection confirmation procedure is
as follows:

1. The client makes an HTTP request using the old protocol.
2. The server sets the corresponding protocol version, address, etc. in the “Alt-Svc”

field (The “Alt-Svc” field may contain cache information, in which case the client
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uses it based on the given expiration date, unless it detects a change in the network
configuration) of the response header and sends the request using the old protocol.

3. The client sends the HTTP request using the new protocol from the next request based
on the information obtained from the “Alt-Svc” field.

Furthermore, in the context of HTTP/3, the specification stipulates that clients fall
back on the old HTTP if they cannot connect to HTTP/3 [3,9]. Three primary problems with
the Alt-Svc procedure exist. First, the fact that the response header that is sent with the old
protocol contains connection information for the new protocol guarantees software support
of the server itself; however, this does not guarantee that the intervening network path
accepts the new protocol. That is, if the server supports the new protocol but the network
path does not, the communication after the protocol switchover waits for a timeout. This
phenomenon cannot be ignored in the context of HTTP/3, which is incompatible with the
transport layer. Second, whereas QUIC eliminates duplicate handshakes to save time in
initiating communication, this procedure requires communication in the old protocol first
(unless there is a valid cache), which indicates that this benefit is not available. Finally,
both the server and client are required to support the old protocol. If a new server is built
using only the new protocol, it will be inaccessible to clients using Alt-Svc (even if the
client implements the new protocol). Given the above, the first of these problems is likely
to become more pronounced at the onset of protocol transition, and the second and third
problems are likely to become enhanced after the transitional period. Hence, Alt-Svc is not
a general-purpose method that can be effective in the long term.

2.3. Happy Eyeballs

Happy Eyeballs [10] is an algorithm that was developed to deal with the fallback
problem (Latency and connectivity issues when switching to IPv4 after the IPv6 connection
fails) that is caused by the mixing of IPv4 and IPv6 environments. As it assumes that TCP is
selected as the transport layer protocol, it cannot be directly applied to HTTP/3, which uses
UDP-based QUIC. However, there exist similarities with a previous study regarding the
objective of addressing connectivity issues in environments where incompatible protocols
coexist. This algorithm is also actively used by major browsers and is a common method for
IPv4/IPv6 fallback. Without Happy Eyeballs, it is necessary to attempt a TCP connection on
one side (e.g., IPv6) first, and then on the other if it fails completely. However, this method
tends to result in a waiting time of tens of seconds when the first attempt fails. The greatest
advantage of adopting Happy Eyeballs is that it prevents the foregoing and improves the
end-user experience. Conversely, during the several steps to be followed before the TCP
handshake is established, IPv4 and IPv6 communicate twice, which certainly increases the
overall network traffic volume. This is burdensome for service providers and backbone
communication networks, and is thus cited as a disadvantage. The complexity of the
software to be implemented is another qualitative disadvantage owing to the occurrence of
parallel processing. An overview of the process is illustrated in Figure 2.

First, the DNS is queried for A and AAAA records. As these are in IPv4 and IPv6 record
format, if both addresses are obtained, it is known that this is a dual-stack environment
where both addresses are available. In this case, asynchronous TCP connection attempts
are made over IPv4 and IPv6, and the one that completes the TCP handshake earlier is
adopted. The connection attempts should not start at exactly the same time, and a delay of
approximately 150–250 ms is recommended. if the delay is too large, it will not improve
the user experience that HappyEyeballs attempts to provide. If too small (on the order of
tens of milliseconds), it will achieve this goal, but at the cost of network traffic. Therefore,
the RFC6555 document states, “It is RECOMMENDED that connection attempts be paced
150–250 ms apart to balance human factors against network load.” The name Happy
Eyeballs is derived from the improved end-user experience.
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Figure 2. Happy Eyeballs.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a method for the application of the Happy Eyeballs algorithm to HTTP/3.
However, as mentioned in Section 2.3, it cannot be applied immediately and several changes
are required. Furthermore, this method offers several medium- and long-term benefits
that will arise later, in addition to the short-term speedup until communication starts,
owing to features such as QUIC congestion control, retransmission control, and HTTP
priority control. We assume that QUIC encrypts the communications with the TLS so
that the http schema indicating unencrypted communications is not used, and URLs are
presented in the https schema. Moreover, we assume that the HTTP/3 acceptance port
number is fixed to 443. Subsequently, the connection start delay discussed in Section 5
of the Happy Eyeballs specification [11]; i.e., the time between starting HTTP/3 and the
old HTTP in this method, is fixed to 10 ms, which is defined as the minimum line. Other
recommendations include a range of 100 ms–2 s depending on the congestion, with a
default of 250 ms; however, this study is an application to a problem other than IPv4/IPv6.
This means that the recommended value cannot be used as is. Moreover, there is no
scientific basis for the original value, and it only indicates that the one round trip time
(RTT) is a guideline. The IPv6 value is also not used as is. Furthermore, although the
new protocol is given priority in this study, the old protocol should be similarly explored
with little delay because the share of QUIC-enabled sites on the Internet is not high. After
considering the intent of the specification to the extent applicable to this study, a fixed delay
of 10 ms was selected to avoid computational problems. Moreover, the 0-RTT (this method
sends application data from the beginning, skipping the TLS or other handshake for the
communication destination that is obtained from the previous connection information.
Originally proposed in RFC8446 [7], which defines TLS1.3, it was also incorporated into
QUIC as a specification) function of QUIC is not used. This is because it assumes that the
QUIC connection is available, which is beyond the scope of this study, and that the control
for secure communication is complicated.

In the Happy Eyeballs evaluation experiment on IPv4/IPv6 that was conducted by
Bajpai et al. [12], the authors compared the timings of the end of the TCP handshakes.
However, in this context, the new protocol and old protocol have different transport layers,
so the timing must be considered to compare the connectivity. This method compares the
point in time when the QUIC-aggregated handshake ends in the new protocol with the
point in time when both the TCP and TLS overlapping handshakes end in the old protocol.
There are several reasons for this: the above are aligned in timing, application data are
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sent and received, and end users strongly prefer a final conclusion and not an intermediate
result of the connection. The specific logic is presented in Figure 3.

Start of HTTP/2 over TCP and HTTP/3 

over QUIC connections

QUIC handshake 

completed earlier 

than TLS over 

TCP

Finalize the adoption of 

HTTP/3 over QUIC

Temporary HTTP/2 communication is 

adopted

Successful QUIC 

connection after a 

delay

Finalize the adoption of 

HTTP/2 over TCP

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 3. Flowchart of proposed method.

After a 10 ms connection start delay, HTTP/3 and old HTTP connection attempts
are started in succession. If the QUIC handshake ends first, HTTP/3 is adopted and the
other process is terminated immediately. Otherwise, the old HTTP is adopted and the
HTTP request proceeds. If QUIC fails to connect following a delay, the site in question
is assumed to be unsupported by HTTP/3 and the information is stored in the client. If
QUIC completes the connection after a delay, the first HTTP request scheduled on QUIC is
cancelled to eliminate duplication, but the fact that the connection is possible via HTTP/3
is saved to the client. This allows all requests for a period during which a connection does
not need to be reestablished to select the appropriate protocol by simply referring to the
correspondence information that is stored on the client.

As a result of the above, all requests for a period that do not require reconnection can
select the appropriate protocol simply by referring to the correspondence information that
is stored in the client. The best approach is to store the client’s correspondence information
in the memory by creating a dictionary, wherein the key is a host, as described in RFC
3986 [13].

Unlike the conventional Happy Eyeballs, the proposed method uses HTTP/3 as
the preferred connection algorithm. As indicated in Figure 3, even once the old HTTP is
adopted, HTTP/3 is adopted if the connection by QUIC is completed later, because HTTP/3
has the advantage of being adopted preferentially. Furthermore, as with the conventional
Happy Eyeballs, double communication occurs until the connection is established, so there
is the problem of increased network traffic volume compared to the connection method
that does not also use the proposed method.
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4. Implementation and Experimental Results
4.1. Implementation

The logic of the proposed method was implemented in the client program (https://
github.com/ebi-yade/quic-go, accessed on 10 May 2022) by extending the existing HTTP/3
package in the Go language. Furthermore, because we could not find any programs that
supported the client side of the existing Alt-Svc method, at least in the Go language,
we implemented a parser (https://github.com/ebi-yade/altsvc-go, accessed on 10 May
2022) that roughly met the specification. In this experiment, we evaluated the completion
time of the initial handshake, and not the final HTTP/3 arrival time. Therefore, the
program itself was embedded in the implemented client and its operation was confirmed,
but the computation time and other factors resulting from the parsing did not affect the
experimental results. The server program was built by applying a patch of the HTTP/3
implementation in Rust by Cloudflare (https://github.com/cloudflare/quiche, accessed
on 10 May 2022) to NGINX5 version 1.16.1.

4.2. Experimental Methods

The execution environment was built with two Docker containers on the same network
so that failure factors such as the external delay and packet loss could be intentionally
reproduced in the outbound traffic of each container using the tc command. However,
whereas the intended delay could be reproduced by imposing half of the burden on both for
the external delay, the packet loss was a probability, and setting the same amount of load on
both resulted in a squared survival rate. Therefore, in this experiment, when reproducing
the packet loss, only the intended value was set, as it was on the server side and not on
the client side. For the environment that was used as the base for this experiment, we
formulated a construction method and disclosed it to the public (https://github.com/ebi-
yade/network-compose, accessed on 10 May 2022). The specific experimental procedure is
detailed below.

1. We measured the HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time using the
proposed method in an environment without intentional failures.

2. External delay and packet loss were set separately, and the changes in these metrics
were observed.

3. As a comparison experiment, we measured the connection establishment time in
Alt-Svc. However, for a fair and clear evaluation, only the first request was repeatedly
measured from the state in which no connection was established for both cases.
(We did not measure whether HTTP/3 was adopted in the second and subsequent
communications.)

First, the HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time using the pro-
posed method were measured in an environment where no intentional failures existed.
Subsequently, external delay and packet loss were set separately, and changes in these
indicators were observed. Thereafter, as a control experiment, we measured the connection
establishment time in Alt-Svc. However, to ensure a fair and unambiguous evaluation,
only the first request was measured repeatedly from the state in which no connection was
established for both cases. That is, we did not determine whether or not HTTP/3 was
adopted in the second and subsequent communications. In principle, 1000 consecutive
trials under the same conditions (represented as a single column in the table below) were
performed synchronously.

4.3. Results of External Delay Setting

The HTTP/3 adoption rate and connectivity establishment time when external de-
lays were intentionally generated are presented in Table 1, and the measured connec-
tivity establishment time for Alt-Svc is displayed in Table 2. Herein, σ represents the
standard deviation.

https://github.com/ebi-yade/quic-go
https://github.com/ebi-yade/quic-go
https://github.com/ebi-yade/altsvc-go
https://github.com/cloudflare/quiche
https://github.com/ebi-yade/network-compose
https://github.com/ebi-yade/network-compose
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Table 1. HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time with external delay settings.
(Happy Eyeballs).

Delay (ms) Adoption Rate (%) Avg. Time (ms) σ (ms)

0 99.7 3.2 1.4
50 100.0 57.4 4.4

100 100.0 108.2 2.7
150 100.0 158.4 2.8
200 100.0 208.4 4.6

Table 2. HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time with external delay settings.
(Alt-Svc).

Delay (ms) Avg. Time (ms) σ (ms)

0 2.1 0.8
50 109.9 4.9

100 209.6 3.9
150 310.4 3.2
200 410.5 7.4

4.4. Results of Packet Loss Setting

The HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time when the packet loss
was intentionally reproduced are displayed in Table 3. The maximum values are also
presented because the standard deviations were large.

Table 4 presents the measured connectivity establishment time for Alt-Svc, which
was performed as a control experiment. Note that when the loss ratio was set to 50%
or higher, Alt-Svc failed owing to a timeout (30,000 ms), and it was difficult to establish
1000 consecutive connections, which is why the results are not shown.

Table 3. HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time with packet loss settings.
(Happy Eyeballs).

Loss Rate (%) Adoption Rate (%) Avg. Time (ms) σ (ms) Max. Time (ms)

0 99.7 3.2 1.4 20
3 96.4 4.8 32.4 1005
10 91.0 18.5 110.2 1079
25 78.0 79.3 278.0 3115
50 62.7 474.0 975.0 15,475

Table 4. HTTP/3 adoption rate and connection establishment time with packet loss settings. (Alt-Svc).

Loss Rate (%) Avg. Time (ms) σ (ms) Max. Time (ms)

0 2.1 0.8 18
3 36.8 173.1 1073
10 120.6 310.2 3079
25 374.0 675.9 7125

Table 4 shows the measured connectivity establishment time for Alt-Svc, which was
performed as a control experiment. Note that when the loss ratio was set to 50% or
higher, Alt-Svc failed owing to a timeout (30,000 ms), and it was difficult to establish
1000 consecutive connections, which is why the results are not shown.

5. Discussion

In the environment without delays or losses, the time that was required to establish
a connection was slightly longer for HTTP/3, but HTTP/3 had a higher probability of
being adopted. The reason for the slight reversal in the connection establishment time
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may be that the network distance was extremely close, and the difference in processing
time by the computers was noticeable. Because the proposed method processes multiple
communications asynchronously, the computational burden is somewhat greater than that
in existing methods. However, situations in which such delays and losses do not exist
rarely occur. Even if they do occur, selecting HTTP/3 and ignoring the average 1 ms
difference in the connection initiation time cannot pose a problem. It can be observed from
Table 1 that even if external delays were to occur, selecting the Happy Eyeballs protocol
would have little impact. In contrast, when external delays of 50 ms or more occured,
the difference in the connection establishment time between the proposed and existing
methods was close to the external delay time that was imposed on a single round-trip
communication. This is the difference that is created by the handshake duplicated by the
old HTTP in the existing method. That is, this similarity can be interpreted as a confirmation
of the theory of efficiency to which the proposed method appeals. In particular, of the
two failure factors that were targeted in this study, the external delay mimics the distance
in a normal real network. Hence, it is quite possible that traffic on the real Internet may
follow the experimental results as a function of the distance. We now consider the behavior
in environments in which packet loss occured, which was mentioned as another failure
factor. It appears from Table 3 that the adoption rate of HTTP/3 by Happy Eyeballs
monotonically decreased as the packet loss rate increased. However, theoretically, this
trend is reasonable because HTTP/3 is highly effective in packet retransmissions once
the connection is established. Moreover, because the existing method failed to measure
availability below 99.9% when the packet loss rate reaches 50%, the proposed method,
which succeeded in 1,000 connections out of 1,000 under the same conditions, could be
sufficiently valuable. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that HTTP/3 and QUIC are necessary
protocols in situations where packets have a high probability of being lost and frequent
retransmissions are required. Therefore, the development of a method in which HTTP/3 is
selected more preferentially according to information such as the packet loss rate stored
with the client remains a challenge for future work. Active discussions are ongoing on
HTTP/3 connectivity checks, such as Iyengar’s talk [14] on the Happy Eyeballs algorithm
for using QUIC on Facebook, and a method to check the existence of HTTP/3 in the
DNS Resource Record [15]. It is necessary to continue to provide various options for site
administrators and users to select the most appropriate option for their environment.

6. Conclusions

In the early period of transition to HTTP/3, when the old HTTP is the mainstream,
the current Alt-Svc method is considered as sufficient. However, when HTTP/3 begins to
become the mainstream, Alt-Svc, which assumes connections to the old HTTP, is inefficient.
Therefore, we have proposed a connectivity verification method for use during the transi-
tion period when HTTP/3 will become the mainstream. We improved the Happy Eyeballs
algorithm and introduced a mechanism to use HTTP/3 preferentially in environments
where HTTP/3 is available. In the evaluation experiment, we conducted connectivity tests
using the proposed method on web servers that support both old HTTP and HTTP/3,
and confirmed that HTTP/3 is selected with a high probability in environments where
HTTP/3 is available, even when the old HTTP is used by the Happy Eyeballs algorithm.
Unlike Alt-Svc, the proposed method can connect to web servers that do not support
the old HTTP, and we believe that it will be an effective method in the latter half of the
period of transition to HTTP/3. In the middle of the transition period, it is necessary to
consider the combination of Alt-Svc and the proposed method, as well as the selection of
the connectivity check method; thus we will consider this as future work. We will also
investigate the application of the proposed method to methods other than HTTP.
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